Mini Compact Stand (Black Aluminum)
MU010AB0000

Innovative Lighting Products

Description
Our Mini Compact Stand is one of the most
reliable compact stands for location and
professional studio services, thanks to the wide
support base of the three .8” (20 mm) diameter
legs. The wide support makes it suitable for
supporting diffuser umbrellas and backlights, LED
luminaires for shooting video, flash photography,
microphones, surveillance cameras, and LED
levels.
The Mini Compact Stand is the ideal article for
video kits. The lightweight and overall dimensions
of this stand, made of electro-welded aluminum
tube in the MU010AB and MU010A versions,
guarantee its handling and transportability for
on-site services as well as stability and safety.
There is a steel version, MU010SB, which ensures
a higher payload (up to 15.4lbs or 7 kg) than the
aluminum model, and is an excellent response to
the needs of video shooting in the studio or on
location, with the weight and overall dimensions
of a lightweight compact stand.
Mini compact stand sleeves and crossbars are
made of die-cast aluminum. None of the elements
are made of thermoplastic material, except for
the knobs.
The clamping joints are equipped with a device
that guarantees the locking of the tube with
minimum rotation of the knob.
It is possible to install wheels for handling and
pneumatic system (air cushion) to control the
descent of the rods under load.

Features
CLOSED LENGTH

28 in (70 cm)

MINIMUM HEIGHT

31 in (80 cm)

MAX HEIGHT

91 in (230 cm)

LOAD AT MAXIMUM EXTENSION

8 lb 13 oz (4 kg)

WEIGHT

2 lb 7 oz (1.1 kg)

MATERIAL
COLOR FINISH

Aluminum
Black

SECTIONS

4

RISE NUMBER

3

SECTION DIAMETER
LEG SHAPE
MAXIMUM OPENING

1/.866/.709/.591 in (25,4/22/18/15 mm)
.79 in (20 mm) diameter
37.4 in (95 cm)

LEVELING LEG

No

SPIGOT TYPE

Type 2

WHEELS

Available

AIR CUSHIONED

Available
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